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Abstrat
A method for the generation of globally attrative limit yles for
nonlinear systems is presented. It onsists in designing an output
that, when regulated through a suitable feedbak, fores a limit yle
in the zero dynamis. Conditions are then given to ensure that a
globally attrative limit yle in the zero dynamis results in a globally
attrative limit yle in the whole system. The method is illustrated
on the torque ontrol of an indution motor.
Keywords: Limit yles, feedbak linearization, zero dynamis, in-
dution motor.
In many appliations, the natural operating mode of a ontrol system is an
osillating one. However, the osillations are not always present in the open-
loop dynamis. Therefore, it is relevant to study new ontrol design methods
foring the internal system dynamis (or a given output) to present a pre-
speied limit yle. Examples of suh systems are: walking mehanisms
(the full system state should behave periodially), rotating mahines (the
internal states, i.e. urrent and ux, are osillatory if the torque output is
kept onstant), the synhronization of a vertially landing airraft with the
osillation of a platform (e.g. an airraft arrier), et.
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There exist some published works addressing problems in this ategory.
Under the hypothesis of the existene of a limit yle, Hauser and Choo (see
[6℄) present a setup for the omputation of Lyapunov funtions, allowing to
determinate if the given limit yle is exponentially stable. Nevertheless no
proedure is presented for the generation of the limit yle itself. This latter
problem has reently been addressed by the works of Maroni et al [9℄, and by
Canudas de Witet al [3℄. In [9℄, the authors deal with the problem of traking
an osillatory signal. The addressed problem is the motion synhronization
of a vertially landing airraft with the osillation of a platform. In [3℄,
a feedbak law that generates globally stable orbits for an underatuated
inverted pendulum is presented. This later work is motivated by the walking
mehanism, for whih the natural operating mode is a periodi one.
In ertain ases, the osillatory internal behavior is a byprodut of an out-
put regulation problem. An example is the torque and ux norm regulation
problem for the indution motor. The linearization of these two outputs(as
originally proposed by [4℄), leads to an osillating behavior in the internal
dynamis. Indeed, under this partiular frame, the ux and urrent vetor
asymptotially onverge to a linear stable osillation (see [1℄). In [3℄, an out-
put is designed and regulated suh that the resulting zero dynamis of the
system present a limit yle. Evenmore, the family of outputs that is pro-
posed allows for enough freedom suh that the solutions of the zero dynamis
an onverge towards any prespeied losed urve.
In this paper, we will present a methodology for the design of suh out-
puts that, when regulated through a suitable feedbak, fore the presene of
attrative limit yles in the zero dynamis. We onsider a lass of nonlinear
systems having a larger number of inputs than outputs suh that we have
the freedom of generating new outputs. The outputs an then be deom-
posed into two ategories: the regulated outputs, and the auxiliary outputs.
Regulated outputs are the ones that reet the main ontrol objetive (i.e.
veloity or torque regulation). Auxiliary outputs are free funtions of the
state to be designed suh that the resulting zero dynamis presents a stable
limit yle (i.e. ux).
Also we give a ondition for the global attrativity of the limit yle to
be retained in the dynamis of the whole system. This result is presented in
the more general setting where the limit yle is replaed by a ompat set.
This paper is strutured as follows. In Setion 1, we present a lass of
asade systems in normal form. We rst present a known result for the
global stabilization of the origin of this lass of systems by partial state
feedbak, and then we introdue our results about the global attrativity of
limit yles in suh strutures. In Setion 2, we introdue a methodology for
the design of an output that fores the system to present limit yles. The
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system is then ontrolled by using input-output feedbak linearization, so
that the resulting system is in the form presented in Setion 1. We onsider
the indution motor in Setion 3 as an example in whih we generate an
attrative limit yle by designing a suitable output using the methodology
of Setion 2. Finally, we give some simulations and a onlusion.
1 Attrative limit sets in asade systems
In this paper, we will onsider the problem of generating a limit yle in the
zero dynamis of aÆne nonlinear systems. In order to also have a globally
attrative limit yle in the dynamis of the omplete system, some onditions
need to be satised on the interonnetion between the zero dynamis and
the rest of the system, and on the stability of the limit yle in the zero
dynamis. Therefore, we analyze the nonlinear system in normal form

_z = f(z) +  (z; )
_
 = A +Bu
(1)
where  2 IR
r
, z 2 IR
n r
, u 2 IR
m
(m  n), and the funtions f and  
are loally Lipshitz ontinuous on their domains of denition. Funtion  
is suh that  (z; 0) = 0 for all z (without loss of generality; indeed, if it were
not the ase, f is redened as f(z)+ (z; 0) and  as  (z; )  (z; 0)). The
zero dynamis are represented by _z = f(z).
Many stabilization designs are known for this partiular normal form.
We will present a result of [11℄ about the stabilization of the origin of this
system by partial state feedbak. This result will be needed in the proofs of
the main theorems of this paper. It supposes that the interonneting term
 (z; ) is linearly bounded in z when kzk > M for someM > 0, so that nite
esape time annot our. Also, there exists a positive semidenite radially
unbounded funtion W (z), that dereases along the solutions of the system
when kzk is large:
Assumption 1 Suppose that there existsM  0, 
1
and 
2
lass K funtions
suh that
k (z; )k  
1
(kk)kzk+ 
2
(kk)
for kzk M .
Assumption 2 Suppose that there exists a positive semidenite radially un-
bounded funtion W (z) and positive onstants C and M suh that, for all
kzk > M , the following holds:
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(a) L
f
W (z)  0;
(b) k
W
z
k kzk  CW (z);
Point (b) of Assumption 2 is lassially satised by Lyapunov funtionsW (z)
produed by onverse theorems for exponentially stable systems ([8℄).
Theorem 1 ([11℄) Suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2 are satised for system
(1) for whih f : IR
n r
! IR
n r
and  : IR
n r
 IR
r
! IR
n r
are loally
Lipshitz ontinuous funtions. If (A;B) is ontrollable, then any feedbak
in the form u = k() guaranteeing global asymptoti stability (GAS) and
loal exponential stability (LES) of the origin of system
_
 = A + Bk()
yields bounded solutions for the resulting losed-loop system

_z = f(z) +  (z; )
_
 = A +Bk()
(2)
Moreover, if the equilibrium z = 0 of _z = f(z) is GAS, then the origin of
system (2) is GAS.
This theorem is proven by rst showing thatW (z) stays bounded. Bound-
edness of z then omes from the radial unboundedness of W (z). Global sta-
bility and global attrativity follow from the Barbashin-Krasovskii priniple.
Almost global attrativity of a ompat set
Nonlinear systems an present many dierent kinds of !-limit sets other than
an equilibrium point (e.g. see [5℄). In this paper, we are interested in the ase
where one !-limit set is a limit yle. An important property of the limit
yles is that they are ompat sets; therefore, we will analyze the situation
where one !-limit set is a ompat set .
Two situations will be onsidered to extend Theorem 1: the ase where
the z-dynamis ( _z = f(z)) is globally dened, and the ase where the z-
dynamis is dened everywhere exept for one value of z. Both of these
situations are onsidered beause, in the ontext of partially linearizable sys-
tems, system (1) is often the normal form orresponding to a given aÆne
system with m inputs and m outputs. The seond situation may arise when
the hange of oordinates leading to this normal form is not a global dif-
feomorphism. However, we want attrative ompat sets in _z = f(z) to be
aptured by system (1) whether there are singularities or not. To over both
ases, the notion of almost global attrativity of a ompat set is used.
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Denition 1 A ompat set  is \almost globally attrative" for the dynam-
is
_x = f(x) (3)
with x 2 IR
n
, if it is attrative with basin of attration ontaining the whole
state spae minus a set of Lebesgue measure zero.
In dimension 2, the simple situation where a limit yle  attrats every
solution exept those starting at the mandatory equilibrium inside the area
irumsribed by  ts into Denition 1:  is almost globally attrative
beause the equilibrium is of Lebesgue measure zero.
1.1 Globally dened dynamis
In this setion, we onsider the speial ase where the union of the !-limit
sets of (3) is made of an almost globally attrative ompat set  and an
equilibrium x suh that  and x are disjoint.
Remark 1 Note that x is unstable. Indeed, if x is stable without being
asymptotially stable, there are solution whose !-limit set is neither x nor .
On the other hand if x is asymptotially stable, the regions of attration of
x and  are open, non empty, onneted sets (see [8℄). Therefore, IR
n
needs
to be overed by two disjoint, non empty, open sets, whih is a ontradition.
Therefore x is unstable.
If we onsider the existene of an almost globally attrative ompat set 
in the z-dynamis, the next theorem gives onditions for the almost globally
attrativity of  to translate into almost global attrativity of    f(z; ) 2
IR
n
jz 2  and  = 0g in the interonneted system.
Theorem 2 Suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2 are satised for system (1)
for whih f : IR
n r
! IR
n r
and  : IR
n r
IR
r
! IR
n r
are loally Lipshitz
ontinuous funtions. Let the only invariant sets of _z = f(z) be z = 0 and
, respetively an equilibrium and an almost globally attrative ompat set
(0 62 ). If (A;B) is ontrollable, then any feedbak in the form u = k()
guaranteeing that the origin of
_
 = A +Bk() is GAS-LES yields
(i) onvergene of the solutions of

_z = f(z) +  (z; )
_
 = A +Bk()
(4)
to the unstable equilibrium (z; ) = (0; 0) or to the ompat set  .
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(ii) If the set of initial onditions of solutions onverging to (0; 0) is of
Lebesgue measure zero, the ompat set   is almost globally attrative.
(iii) If the equilibrium of _z = f(z) is hyperboli, and if the global stable
manifold of the origin (0; 0) is a manifold whose dimension is globally
dened and onstant, the ompat set   is almost globally attrative.
(iv) If  is an exponentially stable periodi orbit for _z = f(z), then   is an
exponentially stable periodi orbit for (4).
Proof: Boundedness of the solutions diretly omes from Theorem 1. In-
deed, Assumptions 1 and 2 are still satised.
Every solution of (4) onverges to the set E = f(z; ) 2 IR
n
j = 0g.
LaSalle's invariane priniple then asserts that every bounded solution on-
verges to the largest invariant set of E. This set is dened by the largest
invariant set of _z = f(z): the origin z = 0 and the ompat set . Beause
every solution of (4) is bounded, every solution either onverges towards the
origin (0; 0) or towards the ompat set  . Moreover, Remark 1 implies
that z = 0 is an unstable equilibrium in the z-dynamis. The fat that
(z; ) = (0; 0) is unstable diretly follows, whih shows (i).
The basin of attration of the origin (0; 0) is the set of initial onditions
of solutions not onverging to  . Beause it is of Lebesgue measure zero, the
ompat set   is almost globally attrative, whih shows (ii).
If the origin z = 0 is a hyperboli xed point for _z = f(z), the set of
eigenvalues of the Jaobian linearization
f
z
(0) ontains n
u
 1 (resp. n
s

n r 1) eigenvalues with positive (resp. negative) real parts (n
s
+n
u
= n r).
Sine the origin  = 0 is loally exponentially stable for
_
 = A +Bk(),
the Jaobian linearization A + B
k

(0) has r eigenvalues with negative real
parts. The Jaobian linearization of the omplete system (4) is then
J =
 
f
z
(0) +
 
z
(0; 0)
 

(0; 0)
0 A +B
k

(0)
!
Beause  (z; 0) = 0 for all z,
 
z
(0; 0) = 0. Therefore, the eigenvalues of J
are those of
f
z
(0) and of A+B
k

(0). J has then n
s
+ r  n  1 eigenvalues
with negative real parts and n
u
 1 eigenvalues with positive real parts.
The stable manifold theorem for a xed point (see [5℄) then states that there
exists a loal stable manifold M
s
of dimension n
s
+ r and a loal unstable
manifold M
u
of dimension n
u
at the origin. If the dimension of the global
stable manifold is globally dened and onstant, this global stable manifold
also has a dimension n
s
+r. Therefore the set of initial onditions of solutions
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that onverge to the origin (0; 0) (and not to  ) lies in a manifold of dimension
smaller or equal to n  1. Beause a manifold of dimension smaller or equal
to n   1 is of Lebesgue measure zero in IR
n
, the ompat set   is almost
globally attrative, whih proves (iii).
Exponential stability of  implies the existene of a Lyapunov funtion
V
1
(z) that is dereasing along the solutions of _z = f(z). This funtion
satises
L
f
V
1
  k
1
kzk
2

where kzk

= inf
y2 
kz   yk ([6℄). On the other hand, a similar Lya-
punov funtion V
2
() an be found for the  subsystem (m
1
kk
2
 V
2
() 
m
2
kk
2
; L
A+Bk()
V
2
  m
3
kk
2
). As in [8℄, we then dene the Lyapunov
funtion:
V (z; ) = V
1
(z) + 2k
p
V
2
()
with k > 0, whose derivative is
_
V = L
f
V
1
(z) + L
 
V
1
(z) + k
L
A+Bk()
V
2
p
V
2
  k
1
kzk
2

+
dV
1
dz
 (z; )  km
3
kk
2
p
V
2
  k
1
kzk
2

 
km
3
m
1
kk+
dV
1
dz
 (z; )
  k
1
kzk
2

 
km
3
m
1
kk+Mkk
where the last inequality is valid in a small neighborhood of   beause
dV
1
dz
 (z; ) is ontinuously dierentiable. Taking k >
m
1
M
m
3
ensures negative
deniteness of the derivative of V . The losed orbit   is therefore exponen-
tially stable. This proves (iv). 2
The origin of the omplete losed-loop system behaves like a saddle point:
it is attrative in some diretions and repulsive in others. This is illustrated
in Figure 1, where  is a limit yle, n = 3, and r = 1. In this gure, the
z system is of dimension 2 with an almost globally attrative limit yle .
In order to larify the gure, we suppose that the stable manifold M
s
of the
origin is the  axis. Therefore, every solution starting on that axis onverge
to the origin (0; 0; 0)
T
. All the other solutions onverge to the limit yle
beause the origin is only attrative in the  diretion.
1.2 Almost globally dened dynamis
As previously stated, we will onsider another situation where almost global
attrativity of a ompat set is neessary: the ase where the union of the
7
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Figure 1: Almost global attrativity of a limit yle. Solutions starting on
the  axis onverge to the origin. All others onverge to .
!-limit sets of the z dynamis only onsists of an almost globally attrative
ompat set . Instead of the z-dynamis presenting an equilibrium at z = 0,
we now onsider that these dynamis are not dened at z = 0
1
. However,
we must now impose that solutions of the losed-loop (z; ) never go through
z = 0. This is ensured by assuming that the origin of the z subsystem
is repulsive in the interonneted system: this an be obtained by having
_
W > 0 when z is small. Therefore we now assume
Assumption 3 For every ompat set C of IR
r
, there exists Æ > 0 suh that
for any vetor z 6= 0 and any vetor  satisfying
0  W (z)  Æ and  2 C
where the funtion W is from Assumption 2, the following inequality
L
f(z)+ (z;)
W (z) =
W (z)
z
(f(z) +  (z; ) > 0
1
This problem may ome from the potential state singularities that arise while trans-
forming a nonlinear system into the normal form (1). An example is given in Setion
3
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holds.
This assumption yields solutions whih stay away from the axis z = 0. In-
deed, when the  subsystem is stabilized,  evolves in a ompat set C, so
that L
f(z)+ (z;)
W (z) > 0 when z is lose to 0. Assumption 3 an be satised
if L
f(z)
W (z) tends to +1 as z goes to zero (the origin is \strongly" repulsive
for _z = f(z)) while, for any xed , L
 (z;)
W (z) stays bounded as z goes to
zero (whih is oherent with the linear boundedness of  with respet to z
that is imposed in Assumption 1). An example of suh a funtion is given in
Setion 3.
Theorem 3 Suppose that Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 are satised for system
(1) with f : IR
n r
0
! IR
n r
and  : IR
n r
0
 IR
r
! IR
n r
, loally Lipshitz
ontinuous funtions. Let the only invariant of _z = f(z) be  (0 62 ), an
almost globally attrative ompat set. If (A;B) is ontrollable, then any
feedbak in the form u = k() guaranteeing that the origin of
_
 = A+Bk()
is GAS-LES yields onvergene of the solutions of

_z = f(z) +  (z; )
_
 = A +Bk()
(5)
to the ompat set   (if the initial ondition (z(0); (0)) is suh that z(0) 6= 0).
Therefore,   is almost globally attrative.
Proof: Boundedness of the solutions diretly omes from Theorem 1.
The stability of the ontrolled  subsystem implies that (t) is bounded.
This boundedness implies that (t) lies in a ompat set C for all t  0. The
proof of the impossibility of z to go through or onverge towards z = 0 is now
made onsidering only the system _z = f(z) +  (z; ) , with  a time-varying
signal belonging to C:
Assumption 3 ensures that there exists Æ > 0, dening a bounded set
 = fz 2 IR
n r
0
j0  W (z)  Æg, suh that
_
W (z) = L
f(z)+ (z;)
W (z) > 0 for
z inside  and  inside C.
This implies:
(a) the positive invariane of IR
n r
n , so that z(t) never enters  (if
z(0) 62 );
(b) if z(0) 2 , so that there exists 0  Æ
0
 Æ suh that W (z(0)) = Æ
0
, we
have W (z(t)) > Æ
0
for all t > 0.
Both those points show that z(t) annot go through or onverge towards
z = 0. The set f(z; ) 2 IR
n
jz 6= 0g is then a positive invariant set of (5).
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Every solution of (5), with z(0) 6= 0, then onverges to the set E =
f(z; ) 2 IR
n
j = 0 and z 6= 0g. LaSalle's invariane priniple states that
every bounded solution onverges to the largest invariant set of E. This set
is dened by the largest invariant set of the z-dynamis: the ompat set .
Every solution of (5), with z(0) 6= 0, then onverges to the ompat set  .
The set f(z; )jz = 0g is of Lebesgue measure zero in IR
n
. Therefore the
set of initial onditions that produe undened solutions, so that they do
not onverge towards the ompat set, is of Lebesgue measure zero.   is an
almost globally attrative ompat set. 2
This proof also shows that the absene of denition of the vetor eld in
z = 0 is not a problem for the denition of solutions. Indeed, whether the
initials onditions are inside or outside , there exists Æ
0
suh thatW (z) > Æ
0
along the orresponding solution. The state z stays inside an open subset of
IR
n r
inside whih the vetor eld is loally Lipshitz ontinuous.
The piture of the omplete losed-loop system is similar to that of Figure
1, the only dierene being the absene of denition of solutions on the 
axis instead of the onvergene to the origin.
Limit yles
In the partiular ase where the ompat limit set  is an almost globally
attrative limit yle for the z-dynamis, it remains to show that the almost
globally attrative ompat limit set   is a limit yle for the omplete dy-
namis. This fat is based on the denition of a limit yle in forward time
([8℄):
Denition 2 A limit yle is a losed orbit  suh that  is the positive limit
set of a positive semiorbit 
+
(y) for some y 62 .
Beause  is a limit yle for _z = f(z), there exists z
0
suh that  is the
positive limit set of a positive semiorbit with initial ondition z
0
.
In the omplete dynamis,   is obviously a losed orbit (beause the
dynamis on   are _z = f(z),
_
 = 0). It then suÆes to take (z
0
; 0) as
initial ondition of a positive semiorbit, and   is the positive limit set of this
semiorbit. The almost globally attrative ompat set   is then a limit yle.
2 Design of orbitally stable zero dynamis
In this setion, we onsider the main problem of this paper: the generation of
limit yles through the design of orbitally stable zero dynamis. Therefore,
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we onsider an aÆne nonlinear system with more inputs than outputs:

_x = f
0
(x) + g(x)u
y = h(x)
(6)
with x 2 IR
n
, y = (y
1
;    ; y
m p
)
T
= (h
1
(x);    ; h
m p
(x))
T
2 IR
m p
, u =
(u
1
;    ; u
m
)
T
2 IR
m
(m < n, 0 < p  m). The funtions f
0
: IR
n
! IR
n
,
g : IR
n
! IR
m
, and h : IR
n
! IR
m p
are smooth.
Example 1 In this setion, we will illustrate our design method on the
following system in the form (6):
8
>
>
<
>
>
:
_x
1
= x
2
x
3
+ u
1
_x
2
=  x
1
x
3
+ x
2
u
2
_x
3
= x
1
x
2
+ x
3
u
2
y
1
= x
1
  x
1
(7)
If y
1
is regulated, and the seond input u
2
is not used (u
2
= 0), the (x
2
; x
3
)
subsystem behaves like an harmoni osillator with angular veloity x
1
. There
is no attrative limit yle. The osillations are neutrally stable.
The exess of inputs with respet to the outputs leaves the possibility of
designing p supplementary outputs. Those p outputs will be designed so that
the zero dynamis of the system presents a limit yle; as a onsequene, the
regulation of the outputs indues a limit yle in the dynamis of the ontrol
system. The outputs an be divided into two lasses: the regulated outputs:
those are given by y = h(x) (the regulation of these outputs is required for
the solution of the given ontrol problem); the auxiliary outputs: those are
designed to generate a limit yle in the dynamis. The ontrol approah
that will be used inludes an input-output linearization by feedbak ([7℄).
Linearization by feedbak The design of zero dynamis presenting an
almost globally attrative limit yle requires the onstrution of p new out-
puts (y
m p+1
;    ; y
m
)
T
= (h
m p+1
(x);    ; h
m
(x))
T
. The addition of these
new outputs to y allows for the denition of relative degree of the output
(y
1
;    ; y
m
)
T
as integers (r
1
;    ; r
m
) that satisfy
L
g
j
L
k
f
0
h
i
(x) = 0 (8)
for 1  i; j  m, and 0  k  r
i
  2. Also, the matrix
R(x) =
0
B
B
B

L
g
1
L
r
1
 1
f
0
h
1
(x)    L
g
m
L
r
1
 1
f
0
h
1
(x)
.
.
.
.
.
.
L
g
1
L
r
m 1
 1
f
0
h
m 1
(x)    L
g
m
L
r
m 1
 1
f
0
h
m 1
(x)
L
g
1
L
r
m
 1
f
0
h
m
(x)    L
g
m
L
r
m
 1
f
0
h
m
(x)
1
C
C
C
A
(9)
11
must be regular. If the relative degree is globally dened and onstant, the
linearization by feedbak of the relation
0
B
B
B

y
(r
1
)
1
.
.
.
y
(r
m 1
)
m 1
y
(r
m
)
m
1
C
C
C
A
=
0
B
B
B
B

L
(r
1
)
f
0
h
1
(x)
.
.
.
L
(r
m 1
)
f
0
h
m 1
(x)
L
(r
m
)
f
0
h
m
(x)
1
C
C
C
C
A
+R(x)
0
B

u
1
.
.
.
u
m
1
C
A
= (x) +R(x)u
an be ahieved by dening u =  R
 1
(x) ((x) + v). This input linearizes
the system from the input v to the output y. If there exists a global dieo-
morphism that globally puts the system in normal form:
8
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
:
_z = f(z) +  (z; y
1
;    ; y
(r
1
 1)
1
;    ; y
m
;    ; y
(r
m
 1)
m
)
y
(r
1
)
1
= v
1
.
.
.
y
(r
m
)
m
= v
m
(10)
where  (z; 0) = 0, then a hoie of v() = v(y
1
;    ; y
(r
1
 1)
1
;    ; y
m
;    ; y
(r
m
 1)
m
)
an easily be made so that the origin of the  subsystem is globally asymptot-
ially and loally exponentially stable. The existene of an almost globally
attrative limit yle for the omplete ontrol system then depends on the
dynamis of
_z = f(z) (11)
and on the veriation of the dierent hypotheses of Theorems 2 and 3.
Choie of (y
m p+1
;    ; y
m
)
T
= (h
m p+1
(x);    ; h
m
(x))
T
In order to fail-
itate the analysis of the presene of a limit yle, z should be of dimension
2. Beause the dimension of the system (10) is n and the  subsystem is of
dimension
P
m
i=1
r
i
, this sum
P
m
i=1
r
i
should be equal to n   2. For system
(7), an output of relative degree 0 should be designed beause the dimension
of the system is 3 and the relative degree of y
1
is 1.
Partiular ase When p = 1, only one auxiliary output an be designed.
Its relative degree should be n  2 
P
m 1
i=1
r
i
.
A pratial way of hoosing this output onsists in piking two state vari-
ables (x
a
; x
b
) that are independent of the existing outputs and their deriva-
tives (up to their relative degree minus one). A positive denite funtion
W (x
a
; x
b
) is then built and a level W (x
a
; x
b
) = L, whih represents a losed
12
urve, is hosen. A limit yle is imposed on this urve by foring the dy-
namis
_
W (x
a
; x
b
) =  (W (x
a
; x
b
)  L) (12)
to be satised. Funtion  is piked so that W globally onverges to L. The
dynamis (12) are then fored by piking the last output as
y
m
= h
m
(x) =
_
W (x
a
; x
b
) + (W (x
a
; x
b
)  L)
For y
m
to have a relative degree n   2  
P
m 1
i=1
r
i
, the funtion W (x
a
; x
b
)
should have a relative degree n  1 
P
m 1
i=1
r
i
. If this output results in zero
dynamis of dimension 2, and if these dynamis an be expressed in the
(x
a
; x
b
) plane, these dynamis must satisfy (12), whih fores a limit yle
inside the (x
a
; x
b
) plane. A limit yle must then be present in the zero
dynamis and in the omplete system.
Example 1 (ontinued) We an take (x
a
; x
b
) = (x
2
; x
3
), W (x
2
; x
3
) =
x
2
2
+x
2
3
2
, and (s) = 2ks (with k > 0). This result in
y
2
= (x
2
2
+ x
2
3
)u
2
+ k(x
2
2
+ x
2
3
  L)
The output y
2
an be set to 0 by xing u
2
as long as (x
2
2
+ x
2
3
) > 0. The y
1
dynamis are xed by u
1
. The linear part of the system then resumes to
_y
1
= u
1
(13)
The remaining dynamis an be expressed with the (x
2
; x
3
) states by repla-
ing u
2
in (7) by the value imposed by y
2
= 0. It omes to
_x
2
=  x
1
x
3
+
 kx
2
(x
2
2
+x
2
3
 L)
x
2
2
+x
2
3
  y
1
x
3
_x
3
= x
1
x
2
+
 kx
3
(x
2
2
+x
2
3
 L)
x
2
2
+x
2
3
+ y
1
x
2
(14)
The rst term of _x
2
and _x
3
indues the osillation (with an angular veloity
x
1
), the seond term indues the attrativity of the level 2L of W , and the
third term is the interonneting term with the linear part. A limit yle is
present if L > 0 and x
1
6= 0. In order to prove almost global attrativity of
the limit yle in the normal form (13)-(14) of system (7), Theorem 3 should
be used, beause the dynamis are not dened everywhere.
This method is illustrated on the following ase study.
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3 The indution motor
To illustrate the previously proposed methodology, we onsider the ase of
veloity ontrol in an indution motor. Let a fth-order model
2
of the motor
in stator (   )-oordinates : the state vetor x inludes the oordinates
of the stator urrent (I

and I

), the oordinates of the rotor ux (

and


), as well as the mehanial angular veloity !. The input vetor is the
two-dimensional stator voltage. The Park's model of the indution motor is:
8
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
:
_
I

=  I

+  [a

+ v!

℄ +
1
L
s
U

_
I

=  I

+  [a

  v!

℄ +
1
L
s
U

_


=  a

  v!

+ bI

_


=  a

+ v!

+ bI

J _! = I



  I



(15)
where ; ; ; a; b, and  are onstants depending on the eletrial parameters
of the motor, L
s
is the stator indutane, and v is the number of pair of poles
([10℄). 
e
= I



  I



is the eletrial torque produed by the motor.
The natural primary ontrol design goal is to regulate the motor rota-
tional veloity (or position), to a target veloity !
0
. This objetive an be
formulated by dening the primary output y
1
as
y
1
= !   !
0
and nding a linearizing feedbak for suh an output. Sine the ontrol vetor
is of dimension two, it is still possible to dene another (auxiliary) output y
2
that an also be regulated aording to seondary goals. If the seond output
is hosen to be the ux norm,i.e.
y
2
= jjjj
so that its regulation preserves the mahine operation under nominal ondi-
tions, it has already been proven that there exists stati linearizing feedbak
that linearizes the output vetor y = (y
1
; y
2
), see [4℄.
In the ontext of eld oriented ontrol, this auxiliary output is typially
regulated to a onstant value. For onstant motor veloity operation ondi-
tion, this operation mode leads to a ux vetor that rotates with onstant
frequeny, thus to a behavior that is osillatory. This results also in an
osillatory behavior of the zero dynamis.
2
For simpliity of the presentation, we have assumed absene of load. This allows us
to work with a model of smaller dimension.
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Nevertheless it is possible to trak any arbitrary trajetory. In [2℄, the
authors have proposed to ontrol y
2
suh as to minimize the internal motor
energy.
This example will show that it is possible to dene auxiliary output y
2
,
having a more general struture, suh that the motion of the internal dy-
namis desribed by the ux trajetories (not their norm) presents a possible
family of limit yles.
For this we will apply the method of the previous setion: the output y
1
is
given and has a relative degree 2. Therefore, 
0
= (y
1
; _y
1
) = (! !
0
; (I



 
I



). The states (x
a
; x
b
) should be hosen independent of 
0
. Like in [4℄,
we hoose (x
a
; x
b
) = (

; 

).
As suggested in the previous setion, we onsider an auxiliary output in
the form
y
2
=
_
W (

; 

; ) +  (W (

; 

; )  L)
where W (

; 

; ) is a positive denite, radially unbounded funtion.  is
a parameter inuening the shape of the funtion. The positive salar L is
hosen suh that the level set W (

; 

; ) = L haraterizes a losed urve
in the state-spae (

; 

). (s) is a salar Lipshitz funtion, whih has its
image inside the rst and third quadrant, with lim
s! L
(s) =  1 (Figure
2).
PSfrag replaements
s
 L
(s)
Figure 2: The funtion 
The main dierenes with [4℄ are that W does not need to be quadrati,
and the fat that the relative degree of y
2
is 1 (ompared to 2 when y
2
is the
norm of the ux), whih inreases the dimension of the zero dynamis, making
more expliit the presene of a limit yle. The expression
_
W (

; 

; ) an
be written as an algebrai funtion of the state x of our system (through the
expressions
_


and
_


).
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The indution motor is then a MIMO system with two inputs
U

and U

and two outputs
8
<
:
y
1
= !   !
0
y
2
=
W


( a

  v!

+ bI

)
+
W


( a

+ v!

+ bI

) +  (W (

; 

; )  L)
(16)
The relative degree of this MIMO system is f2; 1g beause u rst appears in
the seond and rst derivative of y
1
and y
2
, respetively: this implies that the
dimension of the zero dynamis is 2. In order to partially linearize system
(15) by feedbak, the matrix
R(x) =
1
L
s

 



b
W


b
W



of (9) needs to be globally regular beause a feedbak in the form u =
 R
 1
(x)((x) + v) must be applied. The determinant of this matrix is
 
b

2
L
2
s
(
W




+
W




). Therefore, the input-output linearization is globally
ahievable if and only if
W




+
W




6= 0 (17)
for all (

; 

). Obviously, suh a ondition is not satised for (

; 

) =
(0; 0) (whih is natural beause an indution motor is not ontrollable in the
absene of ux), and at the minimum ofW (

; 

; ), so that the hypotheses
of Theorem 2 are not satised. Therefore, we have to make use of Theorem
3. The hange of relative degree at (

; 

) = (0; 0) is strutural to the
problem. The inidene of the minimum of W an be redued by imposing
it in (

; 

) = (0; 0). If W is hosen suh that
W




+
W




= 0 only at
the origin, this funtion is negative everywhere exept the origin or positive
everywhere exept the origin (by ontinuity). In fat, only the latter is
possible when we onsider positive denite funtions W with a minimum
at the origin. Condition (17) then redues to
W




+
W




> 0 (18)
for all (

; 

) 6= (0; 0).
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Remark 2 Condition (18) amounts to having the image of the funtion
W (

; 

; ) on any straight line going through the origin in the plane (

; 

)
\like a parabola", with its minimum at the origin. Any positive denite poly-
nomial, whih is the sum of homogeneous positive semidenite polynomials,
satises (18). Indeed, let
W (

; 

) =
q
X
i=1
P
i
(

; 

)
with P
i
a positive semidenite homogeneous polynomial of order p
i
2 IN
0
. It
an easily be seen that
W




+
W




=
P
q
i=1
p
i
P
i
(

; 

)
= pW (

; 

) +
P
q
i=1
(p
i
  p)P
i
(

; 

)
 pW (

; 

)
> 0 when (

; 

) 6= (0; 0)
where p = min
i
p
i
.
The linear part of system (15) with the linearizing feedbak is in the form
8
<
:
_

1
= 
2
_

2
= v
1
_

3
= v
2
with 
1
= y
1
; 
2
= _y
1
= (I



  I



); 
3
= y
2
. We write the rest of
the system, that is the zero dynamis and the interonnetion, on the basis
of the (

; 

) subsystem of the original system (15). Beause the original
interonnetion is made through the urrent variables, while it should be
made through the  variables to obtain a normal form, we need to substitute
those urrent variables in the expression of (
_


;
_


). In order to do so, we
reonsider the equalities

2
= (I



  I



)

3
=
W


( a

  v(
1
+ !
0
)

+ bI

)
+
W


( a

+ v(
1
+ !
0
)

+ bI

) +  (W (

; 

; )  L)
whih an be inverted to obtain the urrents as funtions of  and  and
whih, injeted into the (

; 

) subsystem of (15), yields:
_


=
1
(
W




+
W




)
h
 v(
1
+ !
0
)(
2

+ 
2

)
W


 

 (W (

; 

; )  L)  b
W



2
+ 


3
i
_


=
1
(
W




+
W




)
h
v(
1
+ !
0
)(
2

+ 
2

)
W


 

 (W (

; 

; )  L) + b
W



2
+ 


3
i
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Theorem 3 an be applied in this ase. Indeed, the zero dynamis
_


=
1
(
W




+
W




)
h
 v!
0
(
2

+ 
2

)
W


  

 (W (

; 

; )  L)
i
_


=
1
(
W




+
W




)
h
v!
0
(
2

+ 
2

)
W


  

 (W (

; 

; )  L)
i
yield global onvergene to the losed urve   W (

; 

; ) = L (exept
if the initial ondition is at the origin, where the dynamis are not dened)
sine
_
W (

; 

; ) =   (W (

; 

; )  L) (19)
If v!
0
(
2

+ 
2

) 6= 0 when W (

; 

; ) = L, there is no equilibrium on 
(this is the ase when !
0
6= 0). Therefore,  is an almost globally attrative
limit yle.
In order to apply Theorem 3 and have   be an almost globally attrative
limit yle for the whole system, Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 need to be satised:
 It an easily be heked that the linearity ondition of Assumption 1
is satised when W is a positive denite polynomial, sum of positive
semidenite polynomials. Indeed, there exists 
1
; 
2
> 0 onstants suh
that
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
0
B
B

 v
1
(
2

+
2

)
W


 b
W



2
+


3
(
W




+
W




)
v
1
(
2

+
2

)
W


+b
W



2
+


3
(
W




+
W




)
1
C
C
A
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
 
1
kk
w
w
w
w






w
w
w
w
+ 
2
kk
 Assumption 2 is satised withW (

; 

; ) beause of (19) and beause
W is polynomial.
 Assumption 3 is veried beause
L
f(z)+ (z;)
=   (W (

; 

; )  L) + 
3
For any initial ondition, 
3
(t) is bounded, so that 
3
belongs to an
interval (with B as lower bound). We an then take Æ > 0 suh that
L
f(z)+ (z;)
> 0 for W (

; 

; )  Æ. Indeed, lim
s! L
(s) =  1,
implies that, for W small enough, there is  (W (

; 

; )  L) < B.
In order to illustrate this example, we present some simulations. The
parameters of the simulated motor are those of the motor of the L.A.G ([10℄).
The target angular veloity is the nominal angular veloity of that motor:
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150 rad=s. We have hosen to reate a limit yle using for W a positive
denite polynomial, sum of homogeneous positive semidenite polynomials,
as suggested in Remark 2:
W (

; 

) = (
2

+ 
2

) + 5000(
2

  
2

)
2

2


2

and L = 0:001. Regulating the outputs, this results in a limit yle in the
(

; 

) plane having an otogone-like shape (see Figure 3). The onvergene
of ! andW towards their set-points is shown in the rst two gures of Figure
4. The other two represent the evolution of 

and I

one W and ! have
reahed their target. The time-span for those last two gures is a period of
the mehanial rotation of the motor (
2
150
). From those gures, we see that
the ux states osillations look like sinusoids, exept at the peaks where the
nonlinearities an be notied. On the other hand, the urrent states osillate
muh more.
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Figure 3: Limit yle in the phase plane of the (

; 

) states
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Figure 4: Time evolution of the outputs and the states of the indution motor
Conlusion
In this paper, we have presented two results about the existene of an almost
globally attrative limit yle in a nonlinear system when there is an almost
globally attrative limit yle in the zero-dynamis. Those results are then
used to present a methodology for the design of limit yles in systems having
more inputs available than outputs to regulate. Finally, this methodology
is illustrated on the indution motor, where the presene of a limit yle is
somewhat natural. It has also been applied to the orbital stabilization of
underatuated mehanial systems in [3℄.
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